
c:/ewald
_full-stack javascript developer and software-engineer

I’m a proficient full-stack software engineer with a passion for crafting ac-

cessible and inclusive digital solutions. I bring a deep understanding of the

entire software development lifecycle, from ideation to deployment, and trans-

late complex requirements into robust, scale- and maintainable code.

My expertise covers a wide range of technologies, including frontend frame-

works, backend languages, as well as dev-ops practices. I am a firm believer

in continuous improvement and am always eager to adopt new tools and method-

ologies that enhance the development process.

I enjoy collaborative environments and have a proven ability to work effec-

tively with cross-functional teams to deliver high-quality software solutions

that meet the needs of both users and clients.

key strengths

_ Full-stack development expertise

I am proficient in both front-end and back-end development technologies, al-

lowing me to take ownership of projects from start to finish.

_ Strong problem-solving skills

I have a knack for identifying and resolving complex technical challenges,

ensuring that projects stay on track and within budget.

_ Passion for learning

I am always eager to learn new technologies and methodologies, ensuring that

my skills remain up-to-date in the ever-evolving world of software

development.

details

based in

04105 Leipzig

Germany

demographics

37 years (he/him)

email

me@ewaldewald.com

languages

german _native speaker

english _proficient

links

www.ewaldewald.com

github.com/cewald

linkedin.com/in/ewaldtm

mailto:me@ewaldewald.com
https://www.ewaldewald.com/
https://github.com/cewald
https://linkedin.com/in/ewaldtm


skillset _chronological

frontend

javascript

typescript

vue.js

nuxt

react /w next.js

tailwindcss

gsap / motion one

webpack

vite + esbuild + rollup

serverside

node.js

php

nginx

dev-ops

jest

cypress-io

codeception

continous-integration

continous-deployment

test-driven-development

github actions

gitlab pipelines

git

architecture

docker

gcp app-engine / cloud-run / firebase

aws

kubernetes /w helmet

supabase

netlify

data

elasticsearch

firestore + realtime database

mysql

postgresql

redis

paradigm

wai-aria

microservice

headless

serverless

acss

seo

lighthouse

web-vitals

structured-data
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